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ABSTRACT
In mobile cloud computing, a basic application is to source the mobile information to external cloud servers for
scalable information storage. In existing, It adopts CP-ABE, an access control technology utilized in traditional
cloud atmosphere, however changes the structure of access control tree to create it appropriate for mobile cloud
environments. LDSS moves an outsized portion of the process intensive access management tree transformation
in CP-ABE from mobile devices to external proxy servers. moreover, to reduce the user revocation price, it
introduces attribute description fields to implement lazy-revocation, that could be a thorny issue in program
based mostly CP-ABE systems.during this paper, we develop the searchable encryption for multi-keyword
ranked search over the storage information. Specifically, by considering the large range of outsourced
documents (data) within the cloud, we utilize the connectedness score associate degreed k-nearest neighbor
techniques to develop an efficient multi-keyword search theme which will come the ranked search results
supported the accuracy. at intervals this framework, we leverage an economical index to additional improve the
search potency, and adopt the blind storage system to hide access pattern of the search user. Security analysis
demonstrates that our theme can do confidentiality of documents and index, trapdoor privacy, trapdoor
unlinkability, and concealing access pattern of the search user.
Keywords: Mobile Cloud Computing, Encryption, K-Nearest Neighbor Techniques
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Step 3: To enable efficient search over the encrypted
documents, the data owner builds the index z. First,
the data owner defines the access policy υi for each
document di . We denote the result of attributebased encryption using access policy υi as ABEυi ().
The data owner initializes z to an empty array
indexed by all keywords. Then, the index z can be
constructed as shown in Algorithm 1.
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even if the two blocks belong to the same document
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